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The greatest annual digital-festival 
will be held at VDNH

RIW is an event which dates back to 2007 
still assembling key figures of main powerful 
spheres of life: IT-branch, state, start-ups and 
global business. This year RIW will take place 
at VDNH (Pavilion №75)



RIW and Internet EXPO are extremely crucial annual events of 5 key 
industries simultaneously: Internet, Media, Telekom, Soft including 
import substitution and IT.

Customarily the state officials and representatives 
of the specialized government bodies are 
permanent attendees of RIW who are responsible 
for the development of the Digital economy. 

The main invitees are also the representatives of 
IT-branch and related spheres, users, students, 
media. It is expected that in three days there will 
be more than 25 000 participants: 
about 5000 internet-specialists and 20 000 users 
of digital services and technologies (attendees of 
the exhibition and open events in program)



Moscow, Legendary Park
VDNH – pavilion #75

Exhibition of Achievements of National Economy.
The exhibition was established February 17, 1935 

(USSR) as the All-Union Agricultural Exhibition.



Partners and exhibitors



INTERNET FORUM 2019
constitutes more than 20 thematic 
block-conferences and dozens of feasible 
master-classes. There make speeches more than 
700 speakers who are the representatives of 
industry, business, state and IT-community



INTERNET EXPO 2019
is the major exposition covering all attainments 
of Russian and foreign companies, which is 
aimed both at professionals and ordinary users 
of the whole Russian internet or digital 
technologies



INTERNET 
SHOW 
2019

demonstrates opportunities of modern 
IT-technologies. Furthermore, it is the 
exclusive product presentations and 
technologies in the RED DOT format, 
specialized product demo-zones and 
laboratory techniques



RIW.NIGHTS
are the range of cultural-entertaining 
activities (presentations, awards and 

promotions), most of which will be 
held in the evening format



SPEAKERSPARTICIPANTS
OFFLINE

ONLINE VIEWERS
TV VIEWERS
360 TV CHANNEL



CONTACTS
riw.moscow (official web-site)

partners@runet.group (partnership)

prog@runet.group (program activities)

users@runet.group (registration)

pr@raec.ru (pr activities)
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